UK Weather Summary – 2015
JANUARY
Temp = +0.1
Rain = 126
Sun = 126

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Temp = (0.1)
Rain = 89
Sun = 111

Temp = +0.1
Rain = 100
Sun = 121

APRIL
Temp = +0.5
Rain = 64
Sun = 143

• 1st half of the month was very
mild but 2nd half much colder
• Sharp frosts, some snow but still
the =4th sunniest Jan since 1929

• 1st half of the month cold, turning
milder but with more rain & wind
• Temps just below average but
with above average sunshine

• Unsettled start and end to the
month with rain & strong winds
• Temps just above average, Eng.
drier than average & Scot wetter

• Unsettled start and end to the
month, sunshine/warm between
• Temps just above average and
the sunniest April since 1929

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

Temp = (0.8)
Rain = 157
Sun = 95
• Unsettled weather with heavy
rain and cool temperatures
• Coldest May since 1996 with
rainfall well above the average

SEPTEMBER
Temp = (0.8)
Rain = 56
Sun = 125
• Changeable but with 2 spells of
dry weather & plenty of sunshine
• Overall a sunny month and
mainly dry in most places

Temp = (0.4)
Rain = 75
Sun = 116

Temp = (0.7)
Rain = 140
Sun = 96

• Much of June was rather cool,
unsettled with some showers
• Scotland aside, the UK was drier
& sunnier than average

• Record breaking temps were
soon followed by cooler weather
• Most places saw above
average rainfall and lower temps

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Temp = +0.5
Rain = 57
Sun = 101
• Mostly mild with good spells of
sunshine but some frost & fog
• Average temperatures, it was
the driest October since 2007

Key: Temp = +/- 0C vs. long term average (1981-2010)
Rainfall = Percentage (%) vs. long term average (1981-2010)
Sunshine = Percentage (%) vs. long term average (1981-2010)

Temp = +2.0
Rain = 145
Sun = 64
• Mild but unsettled, wet & windy
due to autumn storms
• 3rd warmest November since
1910, but rainy in some regions

Easter Sunday = 5th April

Temp = (0.2)
Rain = 120
Sun = 95
• Mostly unsettled and fairly cool
with heavy rain in the 2nd half
• Wettest August across the SE
since 1977

DECEMBER
Temp = +4.1
Rain = 191
Sun = 73
• Very wet and often windy, with
severe flooding in the north
• Warmest December since 1910
and provisionally the wettest

